
LUCI SETS SIGHTS ON
LFC CROWN

Appearing on the latest episode of the

LFC podcast, prospect Luci opens up to

host Michael Larkin that nothing short

of the LFC title will be good enough for

her. After getting out of a bad

relationship, Luci has dedicated herself

to training and fulfilling the potential

that LFC coaches saw when they
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recruited her. The episode debuts today

exclusively at www.LFCfights.com.

LFC JOINS SEARCH
FOR WORLD'S MOST
BEAUTIFUL WOMAN

Lingerie Fighting Championships is

known for having the most beautiful

fighters in the world. But do they have

the most beautiful woman in the world?

An upcoming reality series will search

the world for a woman to bestow the

title 'most beautiful in the world'.

Goddess Among Us is a LFC Films

project and LFC itself will be a sponsor

and one of the prizes.



HEALTHY MALE
RENEWS LFC
SPONSORSHIP

Speaking of sponsors, long-time LFC

sponsor Healthy Male has committed to

another year of sponsorship for 2024.

That means another season of watching

the lovely fighters who make up Team

Healthy Male. And to celebrate, Healthy

Male is offering exclusive pricing on

men's health products for LFC fans.

Just scan the bar code to take

advantage.



NEW MAYYDAYY
POSTER PERFECTLY
SUMS UP LFC
FIGHTERS

Mayydayy has been creating iconic LFC

posters since 2019 and his latest

offering sums up the two sides of LFC

fighters: a little nice and a little naughty!

The poster features 3 highly ranked

prospects, Farah Fatherless (pink

gloves / red hair), Rylee Jade (black

gloves / black hair) and Snow the Salt

Queen (black gloves / blond hair) as

well as Katija Cortez, LFC newest

addition to their broadcast team and

also Playboy's Australian PMOY. And

looking down on them is LFC vet Bella

Madisyn. Look for this poster to rep an

event next season.
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